CONFIGURATION BASICS

Ideal for cubicles, training and conference rooms, trading environments, and private and open offices, NeatLinks channels can be installed in countless configurations to accommodate each user and unique work environment. For optimal use, store power strips and ballasts in large-diameter (3.6”) channels and route cables through small-diameter (2.6”) channels.

Suggested NeatLinks Configurations for Typical Workstations

1. Install the small-diameter 24” channel vertically, by nearby wall outlet or CPU.

2. Install the large-diameter 17” channel and small-diameter 24” channel horizontally, from end-to-end, below desktop.

3. Install the large-diameter 24” channel horizontally, below desktop. Position small-diameter 17” channel vertically by nearby wall outlet or CPU.

4. Install the large-diameter 17” channel and small-diameter 24” channel horizontally, from end-to-end, below desktop. Position second small-diameter 24” channel vertically, above floor outlet.